~U.

.A.' stimulating play

By CARL LEBOVITZ

CHARLESTON This
'I weekend
Eastern' Illinois
1 University's
Interpreters
r Theatre is presenting "U.S.A."
, . This is a staged reading of
• John Dos Passos's document tary novel about American life
t from 1900 to the time of the
~ stock market crash.
The narrative adaptation
, waas made by Paul Shyre and
t . first performed in New York in
t 1959. It doesn't seem to have
r been performed much since
I then, although I recall seeing a
{ Pl"9duction a few years ago on
I public television with Edward
1 G. Robinson delivering the prologue and epilogue.
The current production is
i being directed by Donna
! . Shehorn. There were a few
rough spots and lighting snags
at the dress rehearsal I attended Thursday night, but as a
whole Ms. Shehorn has the
makings for an interesting
evening.
The story centers on the life

and times of an lmaginary
character named J, Ward
Morehouse, who turns press
agentry and promotion into a
flambouyant"cm'e'enf "public
relations counseling." I understand that the character is
supposed to resemble Ivy Lee,
the publicist responsible for old
John D. Rockefeller's benign
public image.
The passage of the years is
denoted by newsreel techniques
in which the newspaper
headlines, the songs, slogans
and sayings of the period are
\ recited or sung.
The set designed by Cookie
Baucum consists essentially of
a series of painted flats giving
some of these headlines and
slogans and depicting some of
the chief events of the era - the
Wright Brothers' first flight, the
horseless carriage, World War
I, jazz, etc.
Interspersed are portraits of
some of the real-life celebrities
of the period,. such as Rudolph
Valentino, . Isadora Duncan,

Actor Stewart honored
VALLEY FORGE, Pa. (UPI)
- Actor James Stewart, singer
John Denver and former U.S.
Ambassador Shirley Temple
Black are among 37 recipients
of the 31st annual Freedoms
Foundation awards.
The highest honor - the
George Washington Award went to Dr. Alton Ochsner, New
Orleans surgeon and founder of
the Ochsner clinic, who is
generally
credited
with
discovering the link between
lung cancer and smoking. Sen.
Jake Gam, R-Utah, was
another prominent winner.
The awards, presented in
ceremonies today, honor
Americans for outstanding
works supporting freedom.
Mrs. Black was selected to
receive the American · Exemplar Medal for her life of
,..

..........

he lamented the decline of
family love and religion.
Denver, ABC Television, and
General Electric'Co. shared top
honors in the television
category for "John Denver's
Rocky Mountain Reunion. "
. Ochsner was cited for
patriotic activities, his contributions to international relations
and his leadership of younger
physicians in addition to his
medical work with lung cancer,
chemotherapy and thoracic
surgery.
Military Fashion

Military men have put their
mark on men's fahions: Eisenhower (jacket), Blucher (boot),
Cardigan (sweater), Raglan
(coa9, Wellington (boot). In

Henry Ford, .l!:ugene V. Debs.
The result is a sort of kaleidoscope of the first 30 years of the
20th century in America.'
, Ms:'Shehon'l has assembled a
cast of first-rate actors for· the
production. Peter Samuel
portrays Morehouse and Donna
Parrone appears as his wife.
Kathy Lampen, Dwight Parker, .
David Ruff and Therese Supple
assume various roles, both real
and fictional. All give excellent
readings.
Ms. Supple is particularly
effective in her vignette about
Isadora Duncan and Parker
isn't far behind in his telling of
the tale of Valentino.
These two portraits provide
the most interesting and
dramatic moments of the play,
capturing the spirit and essence
of these people in a few words
and bringing them to vivid life.
They both occur in the second
half of "U.S.A." and they are
worth waiting for.
Sometimes the wait may
seem a trifle long through the
first half. Much of it consists of
bits and pieces that reveal only
fleeting images. Many of the
fictional characters, including
Morehouse, are incompletely
defined and do not become
living people.
The readings do not always
capture the skepticism and
revolutionism that underlie
much of Dos Passos's writings.
There is only a minimum of
taped music, whereas the evening seems to cry out for at least
one or two live inusicians
playing a whole medley of songs
oftheera.
These criticisms aside,
however, EIU's production of
"U.S.A." provides a stimulating and interesting evening.
Performances started Friday
and will continue at 8 p.m.
to~ay and Monday and at 2 p.m.
Sunday in the Fine Arts Center
playroom. Tickets are.$3.50 for
the public and $2.50 for students
and senior citizens.

